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MultiPress Modules and Packs

CRM tools basis*

Extended Customer Relation Management module including sales information, calendar. The sales  information system provides 
the necessary information on current offers and orders of the client.  Turnover and forecasts can also be consulted per customer. 
Complaint Monitoring and reports of visits per employee make customer communication more professional. From here you can also 
confirm appointments in the calendar.

Follow up of complaints in accordance with ISO 9001: 2008.

CRM tools Extended*

Advanced Customer Relation Management module including sales information, organization compass, calendar, correspondence, 
mailing. The sales information system provides the necessary information on current offers and orders of the client. Turnover and 
forecasts are also consulted per customer. Complaint Monitoring and reporting and reports of visits per employee make customer 
communication more professional. From here you can also capture events in the calendar. In addition, the CRM Pack includes 
synchronization with your other calendar-software. Follow up of complaints in accordance with ISO 9001: 2008, task management 
and internal communication messages are also an essential part of this Pack for proactive companies.

Blanket orders

The blanket orders are a simplified order stream that allows you to start an order in a fast way, these orders are mainly used to 
deduct the stock of finished goods for certain customers. You can also add single products or add extra costs. The orders are 
processed in the traditional way: delivery form, invoice, blanket order archive, …

Combined Calculations and Jobs

This module allows you to combine multiple calculations and orders to produce a single sheet. In the first phase you provide only 
the colors and size. After this, a proposal is made on the basis of the common data to the size. This is shown in a graph where you 
can drag around with the drag and drop technique. According to the chosen size, the cost of the sheet to be distributed among the 
sub-orders.

Planning PDFS*

This is the total planning tool (prepress, printing, finishing, subcontractors). you can easily drag and drop the planning cards using 
drag and drop. You get an overview of the total capacity per day and also get feedback on the progress of the production from the 
production.

*(standard on MultiPress Senior Solution)
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Purchases en stock management*

MultiPress keeps track of the minimum stock of your raw materials (paper, plates, film,…), envelopes, preprints and other materials. 
The module automatically generates a list of the goods to be ordered on the basis of the minimum stock.  Materials can be added to 
and cancelled from the stock.  (Attention:  if you want to cancel using the bar code, you will need the job sheets module!)

*(standard on MultiPress Senior Solution)

Post-calculation and Time registration*

In this module the hours of the employees are kept. (Manually or via barcode). These are put in a post-calculation form and 
compared with prior estimates. Statuses are followed in progress control.

*(standard on MultiPress Senior Solution)

JDF/JMF

By using this module all data is forwarded to the production workflow. With this module we can describe different workflows, and 
determine in which way we communicate with them. This module also contains a control screen where we can observe the real-
time status of a job. Attention: you need to have the 4D web-connection.

Management basis*

Turnover and results

Calculations and orders

Number of calculations and orders

*(standard on MultiPress Senior Solution)

Management Post-calculation*

Average price per hour - Productive and unproductive hours - Production speeds - Hours Overview – Post-calculation totals - 
Organization compass

*(standard on MultiPress Senior Solution)

Module Workflow Impose Offset

This module allows you to communicate directly with the RIP. Imposition patterns are reproduced and linked with a controlled PDF 
within MultiPress. Documents will be imposed depending on the chosen finishing and composition. We get the possibility to send a 
proof to a proofer or we send the plates directly to the CTP. All corresponding control strips, signature marks… are taken into account.

This module also includes Check & Repair.

Module Workflow Impose Digital

This module allows you to communicate directly with the RIP of your printer. Imposition patterns are reproduced and linked with 
a controlled PDF within MultiPress. Documents will be imposed depending on the chosen finishing and composition. We get 
the possibility to send a proof to a proofer or we send the imposed PDF’s directly to the Printers. All corresponding control strips, 
signature marks… are taken into account.
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Multi-Press Web module B2B

This module creates a customer zone on the net, where part of the functionalities in MultiPress are made available to the customer. 

Take a look at this module at http://www.dataline.eu/mpp-webmodule

Multi-Press Web shop B2C

We would like to put our own web shop on the internet, where offer a couple of product groups that show immediately the price 
ranges on the internet. Different classifications and options are shown and created within a convenient interface and published on 
the WWW, go ahead and order…

MultiPress API

Using this link we enable MultiPress to communicate with different kind of other applications. Like for example an external ordering 
system. This communication is established through HTTP/JSON this enables us to expand it in the future.

Price arrangements and Request subcontractor*

Discount prices for customers and suppliers can be created here. These prices can be automatically  taken into account when 
creating a quotation. Next to this you also have the ability to quickly create a price request that can be automatically forwarded to 
your suppliers.

*(standard on MultiPress Comfort Solution, MultiPress Business Solution and MultiPress Senior Solution)

Spreadsheet Subcontractors incl. 1 user

Both customers as suppliers can be provided with an (already existing) spreadsheet (excel) that  ècalculates based on variables 
coming from MultiPress (for example weight of a job to calculate transport) and that will implement the results within MultiPress 
after processing. The biggest advantage and  application area is that you can determine yourself with which formulas you get the 
result.

Combined Jobs

This module allows you to combine multiple orders on one sheet. In a initial phase you define only the colors and the size. Then 
based on the common data a proposal on imposition is provided. This is shown in a graphical representation where you can use the 
“drag & drop” technique. According to the chosen imposition the costs of the sheet is divided among the sub orders.

Expedition planning*

All deliveries, if it’s now deliveries to end-users or intermediate deliveries to a supplier, will be put into an overview using this module, 
like this we can easily create a delivery schedule on every moment of the day.

*(standard on MultiPress Senior Solution)

Warehouse

Next to own paper stock and products, more and more finished products and preprinted stock is kept. Based on the architectural 
specifications of the warehouse and a three-dimensional representation, the location of these products can be managed

Take a look at this Module on http://www.dataline.eu/mpp-magazijn
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Folder Structure (workflow basis)*

In this module, a folder structure is automatically created on the basis of the orders realised. This is also part of the Multi-Press JDF 
module. 

*(standard on MultiPress Business Solution and MultiPress Senior Solution)

MultiPress Financial Link export*

Consisting of a module to export debtors and sales invoices to an XML file. Including financial convertor.

After ordering the Dataline Solutions customer receives an info sheet with the explanation which parameters needs to be 
setup correctly within the relations initially within MultiPress. If these parameters are not filled in correctly by the customer, 
Dataline Solutions will draft a quotation to rectify the relations (parameters).

*(standard on MultiPress Senior Solution)

MultiPress Financial Import

Consisting of a module to import (open) payments within MultiPress. Including financial convertor.

Dataline Solutions commits installing this product only after written approval of the supplied file on what needs to be imported 
within MultiPress from the IT Department of Dataline Solution.

Projects

This module enables you to group different orders within 1 project. This module gies you a solution when a job consists of multiple 
sub jobs, but still you would like to see a post calculation and a status of all components. Creating a graphical representation of the 
project with all their sub orders is perfectly possible. In the sub orders you clearly see that a job is part of a project, like this you know 
if a project can be billed partially or completely.

Sales Information System (SIS)*

Module Multi-Press Sales information system 

The sales information system provides the required information on the customers pending quotations and orders.  Turnovers and 
forecasts can also be consulted per customer.  The follow-up of complaints and visit reports per employee make communication 
with the customer a lot more professional.  The system also enables you to set appointments in the calendar.  

*(standard on MultiPress Senior Solution)

Management Report generator*

The report generator is a specific module to generate reports that are not a standard part of the management module. This way, 
nearly all data can be used in MultiPress (commission, fee overviews,…). 

*(standard on MultiPress Senior Solution)




